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.... Introduction 
Starting early in  1993, the Cominunit)ls fishing  industry has  been experiencing one 
of its most serious recessions since the beginnings of  the Community itself, if indeed it is not 
the worst  in view of the generally adverse economic climate. 
This  crisis  has  most  inunediately  affected  the  production  sector  but  is  inevitably 
having  knock-on  effects  in  activities  upstream  and,  to  a  lesser  extent,  downstream  of 
production proper.  The most obvious sign has been the generalized price decline across all 
species, so that fishermen tookthe crisis at first sight to be a market collapse made worse by 
the  economic  recession  and competition  from  non-Community  products  on  a COmmunity 
market highly dependent on imports.  . 
The  Commission realized the  seriousness  of the situation  from  the  Start ·and took 
emergency measures in the form of  minimwn import prices for the main fishery products and 
closer supervision of  direct landings by vessels from non-Community countries. The purpose 
of  these measures was to safeguard the incomes of  producers, in view of  the need in the short 
term to cushion the difficulties faced by fishennen both commercially and,  in some cases,  in 
terms of their whole livelihood. 
At  the  same time,  however,  the  Commission  has  continued to  feel  that the  fall  in 
prices, although made worse by a variety of  cyclical factors,  has not been the only reason for 
the lack of  profitability shown by many enterprises over a nwnber of  years already and which 
became considerably worse in early  1993, aggravated by a depressed economic situation. 
It can fairly be said, therefore, that the decline in producer prices, now an ineluctable 
mid- to long-term trend,  has revealed the growing difficulty which parts of the production 
sector are  having  in  adapting to changes  in competitive  conditions.  In  other words,  what 
appear to be irreversible market trends over the mediwn tenn have served to bring out the 
major lack of competitiveness among at least some sections of the Community fishing fleet. 
In this context, the Commission would like to stress that the common organization of 
the market in fishery productS is not designed to be, and should not be regarded as, a system 
for ensuring guaranteed producer prices. 
The purpose of the market organization has been to regulate competitive conditions 
on the Community market and prevent unfair competition emanating from non-Community 
countries, while at the same time complying with the ComnumitYs international oornmitments. 
The market organization is designed to be a regulatory framework in an open market . 
where  production  is  not  directly  controllable;  it is  not  a "fully  comprehensive  insurance 
policy". The history of  this regulatory frame\vork and the constraints  it  is subject to are dealt 
with first  in this comnumication. 
-
3 The  cO~ssiol) is· accordingly  of the  opinion  that,  for  the  ifldustry  to· survive,  it 
canna~ avoid deqrreaching adjustments based on a cl~  and objective arialysis of the current 
situation. This analysis fonns these· ')nd part of  the report, followed in Part Three by possible 
responses. 
,;  This communication· is  intended to  start a process that will need to  be continued at 
national  level,  since the  industry  is 'affect,ed to differing extents  in  different  coWltries.  In 
proposing possible responses, the Commissjon feels that its own determination to safeguard 
the future of  the Community fishing industry will fall short if it is not backed ,up at -all the 
various levels· involved, ·l?oth public _and private, including· fishing enterprises themselves.  ' 
)  . 
'  '  ' 
4 PART ONE:  The organization of the  market  in  fishery  products:  historical  context  main 
. features  and constraints  ·  · 
The first  essential  step  before analysing the underlying reasons  for  the  crisis  in  the 
fisfung  industry  is  to  review  the  historical  context  in  which  the  market  organization  w~ 
created,  its main economic features and the legal constraints to which it is subject.·  · 
A  Historical development 
A major  feature  of the  Community  market  for  fishery  products  is  its  very  strong 
dependence on imports from non-member countries.  Community output alone  is  no  longer 
able to satisfY mueh of  Community demand 
What  today  appears  self-evident  is  the  result  of  relatively  recent  historical 
developments. 
On  the  one  hand,  the  legal  context  in  which  fishing  activities  are  carried  out  has 
undergone a genuine revolution during the  last twenty years.  The genernlized extension of 
fishing zones to 200 miles from baselines has radically modified both fishing possibilities and 
the  conditions  of access  to  resources~ as  well  as  their  exploitation  and  marketing.  This 
development has substantially changed the pattern of international trade  in fishery products 
and,  consequently, the trading relationships between exporting and importing countries. 
At the time of  the signature of  the Treaty of  Rome in 1957, access to fishery resources 
was conditioned by the general context of  the international law of the sea as accepted at the 
time.  The Convention  on  the  Law of the  Sea signed  in  Geneva  in  1959  did  not  envisage 
claims on fishery resources beyond territorial  waters~ the maximwn limit of  which was twelve 
miles.  Except for some cases, mainly in  South America, this legal situation determined the 
conditions of access to fishery resources until the middle of the  1970s. 
A further development  in the law of the sea wa5  approved  in the convention signed 
at Montego Bay in  1983, which left 93% of available fishery resources to coastal States.  · 
Another important development  marked this period as  regards  the role of fiSheries 
within the Community. It was the result of the successive enlargements of the Community, 
in  1973  to  include  the  United  Kingdom,  Ireland  and  Denmark  and  in  1986  Spain  and 
Portugal,  which  not  only  modified  the  cl.imension  of the  fishery  problems  inside  the 
Community but also changed the kind of  problems to be dealt with by the Community. The 
prospect of  enlargement to yet more countries can only add to· this trend. 
5 ·  B.  Economic aspects 
1.  ·  Pattern of supply to the Community IDarket 
Community  output  of products from  the  sea,· not  counting  aquaculture,  is  about 
6 million tonnes, worth on landing about ECU 7 billion. Imports of marine products into the· 
Community in  1992 were about ECU 7.5  bil~ion and exports ECU 1.5 billion. 
As the following table shows, the Conmi~ty  market depends increasingly on imports 
. .for its supplies  ·  · 
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90  91  '  92 In  1983,  an important milestone in the development of the common fisheries policy 
(CFP}  the  twelve  Member  States  currently. constiMing  the  Comm,mity  accounted  for 
production  of 7 million  tonnes  of fish  (excluding  aquaculture),  i.e.  around  '90/o  of world 
catches,  which  were  in the region of 77.5  million tonnes:  In  1990 Community output was 
5.5 million tonnes, accounting for 6% of world production of 97 million tonnes. During the 
same period,· conswnption per head  in the Community went  from  approximately  15 kg to 
22 kg.After 1992, however, the· figures show that per capita conswnption levelled out, ·or e\ren 
declined  . 
Community output is therefore experiencing a relative decline, which should be offset 
by the accesion of  Norway (about 2 million tonnes). 
2.  Comparisons With airlcultme 
Imports of fishery products account for  17% of  total  imports of foodstuffs (ECU 7.5 
billion out of a total  of ECU 45  billion in  1991) and 57% of the external  trade deficit  in 
foodstuffs overall (ECU 6 billion out of a total of ECU  10.5 billion in  1991). 
The organization of  the market in fishery products is the component of  the CFP which 
most  resembles  the  common  agricultural  policy  (CAP).  However,  it  has  one  essential 
difference from most agricultural market organizations. This difference stems mainly from the 
way fishery products are dealt with in GA TI compared with agricultural products (see below 
under  C.1,  developments  relating to  tariff binding).  This  GA TI aspect  has  considerably 
influenced Communicy policy in regard to the adoption of market management mechanisms, 
both from an internal point of  view and in relations with non-member countries. This situation 
is the result of a political  choice at the time of the initial  constitution of the CFP and the 
CAP;  it does not result from the state of stocks. 
C.  Constraints on the import arraoptents for fisbecy products 
Although the crisis which rapidly developed from February 1993 onwards had multiple 
causes, imPorts from non-member countries were accused of  being at the root of  the market 
disturbances,  in particular by  the  industry  itself.  The  Community  import arrangements  for 
fishery products are in fact frequently aiticiml by Community producers. 
The situation of dependence in which the Community market finds  itself means that 
it is  always  in  delicate  balance.  The  market  needs  to be  supplied  to meet  demand  from 
conSumers and from the processing industry, while at the same time safeguarding the interests 
of Community producers. 
There is no point in arguing over the relative contribution of imports to causing this 
crisis. On the other hand, it is worth reconsidering the Community's legislation on imports and 
how it might be  improved. 
7 .  .  , 
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. l·~':.':  Thriff policy · 
•  ·  _;'~:~-Y  'Jbe.'syst~n that .cwrently applies to imports of fishery is the  result of the  customs 
tali:ff policy pursued by the Connn.unity .\\ith its international partners for ovcr thi: .,: ,-ears.  . 
The comrrion  customs  ~ff  (OCT) app1icable to  fishery  products  has  been alinost 
entirely bom1d m1der GAIT since the_birth of  the Community (Dillon Rotmd,  1960-61) . 
.  This .  tariff binding  has  the  effect .of denying  the  Cotnlllunity  ~y possibilitY  of 
mereasing the. tariff and  non-tariff protection already negOtiated A  bolUld  duty c3nnot be . 
increased unilaterally without offering compen_sationto the trading partners adversely affected. 
The binding of duties is thus one of  the. most important disciplines of GAIT: The situation 
of most develope4 countries is in this respect s,imilar to that of  the Community. 
·. _..: ...... · During-later GAIT  neg~tiations (Kennedy RoW1d,  1964-67, and Tokyo Ro~d, 1973-· 
79),  adjustq:lents  or additional.concessions  ~ere granted  to  non-Community  coWltries  ..  In 
aCcordance with. the logic of GAIT, these concessions have never been 'called into question 
even when  the  law of the  sea  W1derwent  a major revolution  from  1976  ~mwardS.  with the 
generalized extension ofexc::lusive economic :zOnes (EFZs) to 200 miles.  .  .  . 
· · .  .  . lbis new fact~r  was, however, used as an argument by the Community in' the Uruguay 
.: ·  .. RoUrtd ~negotiations. It  said  clearly  to  its  partners  that  it  would  agree  to  take  part  in  the 
·  discussions in the  fisheries  sector only if all the speeific  f~ors influencing the sector and 
· affecting trade in fishery productS were taken .into accotmt.  This ·position was swnmed up in 
.  the phrase  "~k~  accf$~ in return for ac~s  to resow-ces".  .  .  . 
.  .  . · :  ·  .  ··The cct: a5  now. botmd i; thus the .only expression of the Principle. of comrimnity 
preference vis.;a-vis non-member countries;  It is still one of the tariffs ensUring t.Jle highest ·  · 
· theoretical level of  protection as compared with the situations prevailing in the other COWltries 
· ·  \yith devel_oped market ·economies, even after  th~ end of the Uruguay  Round~ ·  .. 
·  The CCT oontains; however, many exceptions Wtuch mean that. almost two ,thirds of 
Chmmunity 'impOrts are covered by a derogation arrangement.  .  .  .  . 
~  of tlte  ~nstraints arising frOnt the principle ·of tariff binding,  deviatio~ from 
the CCT are _always to\\18rds reducing the tariff rate. Among these.exceptions,_ a large nwnber 
have a Scope gOing beyond the common fisheries policy.  ·  · 
.  The Lome P>nvention and the geriefaliz.Cd preference sch~(the  GSP), in pru:ticular 
the  GSP 'concessions  related  to the fight  8gainst  drugs  granted .  to  certain· Latin  America· 
.. co\.Ultries, have resulted in vety pelous concessions to non-member countries without any  · 
compensation a5 regards fisheries.  · 
8 In the case of the agreement on the European Economic Area,  although  it provides 
some compensation in the form of access to fishery  resources on a basis of "market access 
·in return  for  access  to  resources",  the  overall  balance  of the  agreement  was  settled  at  a 
political level well above the fisheries sector alone. In the end, the Community agreed to tariff 
reductions  \vorth  about  ECU 48  million  in  duties  forgone  \\rule the  concessions. from  the 
EFTA countries totalled only ECU 11  million. The Community did secure the consolidation 
of certain fishing rights in NOtWegian and Swedish waters. It also obtained undertakings on 
the conclusion of fishery agreements with Iceland (3 000 tonnes of redfish for Community 
vessels, partially offset by 30 000 tonnes of  capelin for Iceland) and Norway (6 000 tomes 
· of cod for the Community in NOtWegian waters;  gradually rising to ·11  000 tomes in 1997, 
partially offset by fishing rights for Norwegian ve8sels in Community waters). 
This complex tariff sitUation is accompanied by a relatively sophisticated system of 
rules  of origin,  making  it  possible  to  confine  the  advanta~ of tariff reductions  to  the 
countries  for  which  they  are  intended.  As  in  any  complex  regulatory  system,  there  is 
considerable  risk  of fraud  requiring  constant  efforts  on  the  part  of the  natiolial  customs 
services. 
2.  GATI rules 
In view of the binding of the CCT under GAIT, the general regime  for  importS of 
fishery  products -is  subject  to  the  principle· of liberalization.  This  principle  prohibits  any 
quantitative restrictions on imports as well as any measure having an equivalent effect, except 
for  measures  which  may  be  adopted  under  safeguard  mechanisms  on  condition  that  they 
comply  with the rules  specifically provided for  in GAIT. It  also prohibits  production aid 
schemes likely to distort competition by undermining the concession granted  . · 
The terms on which the Commission can introduce safeguard measures are set out in 
Articles 22  and 24  of the  basic  Regulation  on  the  common  organization  of the  market 
(Regulation (EEC) No 3759/92 of·17 December 1992). Such measures must be in conformity 
with the international commitments made by the Community within GATT. 
The  international  commitments  entered  into  by  the  Community  do  not  allow  it, 
therefore, to re-examine at the theoretical level the arrangements governing imports of  fishery 
products from non-member Countries. On the other hand, it is essential to moriitor the existing 
regulations  strictly  in  order  to  avoid .  giving  the  impression  of being  too  lax  in  the 
Community's  relations  with  non-member  countries  and  to  make  the  mechanisms  already 
enviSaged by  Coi1liTlunity  legislation function  correctly,  enabling the Commission to react 
quickly again in the event of disturbance. 
9 I  d  ·. 
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PART 1WO: Analysis of the causes ofthe crisis . .  . 
) 
.I 
.  Although  the  "acquis  communaut:aire"  rePresented  by  the  common  fisheries  pOlicy 
. displays ·a  high  degree  of integration  and  has  made  it possible  to  sustain  a considerable 
yoluine  of Community production,  it  has.  to be  said  that,  in  terms  of factors  on  Which 
·Competitiveness depends,  there are big ·dispaliti.es between Member States and .even ·within 
some Member States. It is aJelling f3F1 that the worst effects ofthe recession are being felt· 
by sections of  the· Comnnmity fleet which sUffer simultaneously from several handicaps such 
as overcapacity, high indebtedness, distance from fishing waters; high operating costs  arid 
maladjusted  inark~ing chanriels, particularly for fresh products.·  · 
.  These structural factors internal to the industry exiSt againsta backgro~d of general 
liberalization  of trade  and  the  emergence of world~wide markets,  i.e.  a  long-term  trend, 
com~med  with a particularly sharp cyclical downtwn which ser\red to spark off the crisis . 
.  .  A  . ·Factors external to the. fishing indu5tzy 
The external factors result first of  all from the economic environment in which fishing 
. activities  ate pursued,  like  any  other productive  activity  in  a market  economy,  and  from · 
cyclical events which add to the general climate. 
\  .  '•  ;.  I 
· 1.  The pemt economic and trading climate . 
No-one -woulddeny that  the  fishirig: indUStry  is.  inevitably caught  up  in  the  ~jor 
. trends and changes already well  under way  -within the context of international  trade;  these 
. ·  ·.  include:  . . ·  .  ' .  ·  '  ·  ·  ·  .  ·  ·  ·  .  _  · 
.  .  . 
the general lowering of tariff barrierS' and the gradual dismantling of other barriers io. 
trade,  as agi-eed in particular during  the)~est round: of multilateral·trade talks;  .  · 
.  ' 
- :the rapid decline in prices for competing.products such as pigmeat and poultrymeat,  . 
·in tum cauSed by·the· drop in cereals pri~;  this trend will continue beca!Jse all cereals 
(  eXc;ept  riuiize) ·are. m  stupl~ .in the  European Union, ·putting the market  price  at 
~  · .armmd the. intervention price,  and becauSe the refonn of the  CAP provides  for an 
annual  cut of 8% in intervention prices up to and. including the· 1995/96 -marketing 
year;l  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
1 .  See OJ No L 181,  1.7.1992, p.23. 
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the  introduction  of the  EW'Opean  Economic  Area  in  western  Europe,  which  is  a 
regional market within which goods can circulate freely, together With the prospect of 
enlargement of  the European Union, which will change competitive conditions within 
the Union.  It has to be remembered that several EIT  A countries, whether or not they 
wish to join the Cormnunity, have shorter distances to fishery .resources than a large 
part of  the Community fishing fleet and therefore a commercially more advantageous 
access to them. At the same time, the state of stocks is a factor just as important as 
ease of  access in detennining the competitiveness of  a fleet inside an enlarged market 
with no customs. duties. 
It is worth pointing out in this connection that the cOd stock in the Barents Sea (with 
a TAC of 500 000 tonnes in 1993 and 700 000 tomes in 1994) belongs to a different 
league from the cod TAC in the North Sea (about 250 000 tonnes  ). 
easier,  faster and cheaper transport which,  in the longer nm, will tend to undermine 
the preferential situation enjoyed by domestic production. Fresh. fish can now be air-
freighted from North and South America·to Europe's capital cities on-commercially 
competitive terms. 
All  these developments  have assisted the penetration into the  Community market of new 
.  fishery products able to replace traditional species in which there are shortfalls from time to 
time, and often at attractive prices for consumers. 
11 '<:Jhere  is  no reason why these  products~ which  frequently  come  from  developing cmmtrieS,  ' 
'Should not continue to increase their market share. Up W1til  now~ Thiid World COW1tries'have 
played only a secondary role in Europe but they accOunt for the larger part (around-60%) of 
the  imports  into Japan  and the  United  States.  If,  with this iri mind,  one  compares  average 
import prices in the Commwlity of Twelve, the United States and Japan,  it seems ineYitable 
that there will be price declines in coming years on the Community market too. 
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Source: FAO ColllJ11unity fisheries have also recently started to incur competition from aquaculture, 
which  is  now  achieving  significant  production  levels  and  is  concentrated  on  high-value 
products that make up a large proportion of the turnover of artisanal  or small-scale fishing. 
·This is the case for salmon, for instance, with an estimated annual output in Norway (1994) 
· of 220 000 tonnes compared with 60 000 tonnes in the Community, and for some whitefish 
(especially sea-bream and sea-bass) which have a very high production potential. The fanning 
of fish also enjoys one key advantage, which is that it can adapt supply to market demand, 
while hunting fish will always involve a random element.  .  -
The table below  ill~  the growth in aquaculture production in the Community. 
(trout,  salmon, breamlbass, other finfish,  mussels, oysters, venus clams) over recent years. 
Product  1985  1989  1990  1991  1992  1992/85 
Fish (trout,salmon,  163_ 800  245 050  269 200  280 900  288 500  +76% 
· bream, bass, other) 
Mussels, oysters,  669  100  673 250  610 250  701  500  685  550  +2% 
venus clams 
TOTAL  832 900  918 300  879 450  982 400  974 050  +17% 
2.  Cyclical factors 
There have been two  mairi kinds of cyclical factor: 
A sharpening of the  recession  since  1991,  bringing a general  drop  in  demand  for 
consumables  and  - as  far  as  foodstuffs  are  concerned - a switch to  mid-range and 
bottom range products or directly competing products offered at very  low prices.  In 
the case of fish,  some consumer demand has switched to poultrymeat and pigmeat, 
prices for which have also been affected by the decline in cereals prices. At the same 
time, younger people are nnning away from eating whole fresh fish, a trend that is not 
only cyclical. 
A number  of cmrency  fluctuations,  bringing  readjustments  of  ·parities  within  the 
European Monetary System and reducing the competitive edge of  those Member States 
with strong cmrencies, both in terms of exports and on their domestic market. 
The  impact of these phenomena was all the greater as they OCCUlTed at the ~d  of a 
period (1985-90)  in which prices  were  very  high,  even  over-high,  because  of the 
limited reSources and,  above all, the rise in demand triggered by the opening of  the 
markets of  the new Member States. 
13 ·.B.  -' Factors specific to the fishing  industt:y  . 
_  Some  cyclical  or  seasonal  factors  can  in  part  explain  recent  developments · in  an 
underlying and longer tenn crisis:  ·  ·  · 
increased taking of haddock in the North Sea; 
in winter,  a classic alternation of no catches due to bad weather and good  Catches _ 
when there are concentrations of  spaWnipg stock.  -
In the main, however, the difficulties faced by Commtmity fishermen, particularly in  -
France, in trying to stay commercially healthy at the prices they have been able to attain can 
be  traced  back to a st:ructl.n'al  problem of competitiveness.  )bey are  competing with non-
Community countries, aquaculture and agriculture. This has to be understood and incorporated 
in any analysis  of the  situation or projection  into the  future.  And aside  from  ttns  outSide 
competition,  the fishermen  of the Coinmunity are competing with each other.  When prices 
offer an adequate return,  relative differences  in competitiveness are hidden.  The_ worsening 
of  the_ overall situation ·has sho\\11 up specifi-c weakneSses in some sections of the fleet, again -
particularly in -France.  But institutions cannot dictate market prices, just as no regulation can 
give fishennerl'back their lost competitiveness.  - · 
There is no doubt that the producti'on sector is under pressure from various endogenous  · 
factors which, when taken together in the context sketched in section A, have reinforced- an 
apparently- irreversible crisis  witho~ there- being a political will to promote and support the 
structural changes that have to be made. 
I.  ·  Excess' capacitr 
'  .. 
· Since the mid-1980s, ·the Conurussion has repeatedly pointed out the consequences of·  · 
overfishing of resouices because of excess fleet capacity. The consequences translate first of 
all  ·into  a  threat  to  biological  equilibrium  in  the  context  of resource  conservation  and, 
secondly, a tlm!at to the··sustainability of fishing in a context  .. of stock  depl~tion.  · 
It is relevant to point out that when the 3rd  generation MGPs were being prepared 
·  (  1992-96) the Commission proposed, ·in the light of the-findings  in the Gull and repOrt, that 
substantial cuts should be made in fishing effort. But the proposal was judged to be too severe 
by the CounciL _  ·  ·  -
Many  stocks have since begun to suffer-in this  way,  mainly 'demersal species,  the 
corollary .of the depletion being that, with more demand from consumers and processors being 
·met  by  imported· products  of the  species  affected,  Commtmity  fishennen ·have 'found  it 
· increasingly  difficult to  make  up for  lost  income  due  to scarcity of resources by keeping 
prices_ high,  becaUse world prices no'": influence considerably the markets in key species. 
14 lfl  light of situations like this,  the minimum import prices  imposed during the acute 
phases of the crisis are only of short-tenn effect and provide no solution at the real roots, of 
the  problem.  Excessive application of minimwn import prices,  in  fact,  can have  distorting 
effects  ~  ·  i  encourage  cheating.  In  any  case,  such  measures  cannot  be  introduced . on  a 
pennanent basis \\ithout courting objections from our GAIT trading partners. 
The only way to safeguard the Community's production sector is to step up the effort 
to adj1m fishing capacity to potential resources. 
On  this  score  it  would  seem  that  the  third-generation  multiannual  guidance 
programmes,  although pointing in the  right directiOI\  were  in the  end  adopted too  late  to 
damp down the effects of  the obvious overcapacity of  the Community fleet. that is one of  the 
main causes of  the market crisis.  ·  , 
Even these measures could twn out to be seriously inadequate if  the pace of  technical 
progress in fisheries over recent years were to continue.  On this assumption,  the .  impact of 
the average reductions in fishing effort as set out in the MGPs will have been entirely offset 
by the time they are completed. 
Finally,  it has to be remembered also that the MGPs are not a suitable instrument for 
adjusting the effort of vessels using passive gear, technical measures for which should soon. 
2.  Overfishing and its implications 
In  most  Member  States,  the  hwnan  and  physical  resources  devoted  to  fisheries 
inspection fall  a long way short of  what is needed;· this has resulted in more fraud,  which in 
tum is  a cause of overfishing and  of the credibility  gap  from  which the common fisheries 
policy  is  suffering  ..  Taking  catches  of cod  as  an  example,  the  amounts  caught  by  the 
.Comrtmnity  fleet  have dedined noticeably (1991:  311  500 tonnes,  1992:  282 000 t,  1993: 
.241  000 t).  .  . 
Although fraudulent catches and sales cannot be quantified, their impact is not just on 
resources; they also depress prices and/or prevent them from recovering from  low levels. 
·At all events, the resource management policy agreed and implemented by the Union 
haS not made It possible to keep stocks sufficiently abwtdant as to shield the competitiveness 
of the Community's fleets  from the likely sharpening of competition (see II.A above).  The 
shortage of resources has  in twn accelerated the trend towards more imports to supply the 
Community market. 
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·  ':."·  ..  In Sddition to overfishing itself, there has been evidence of  behaviour that has less to 
do ·with  ignoring the ·rules than with  W1SOlUld  management of resources  measured ·  agaln.st 
market demand. 
It ought to be clear that.excessive  landin~.early in. the season, in an  attempt to avoid 
lOSs ·of· quota  but  .at  a time  when  the  market. is  slack,  is  illogical  in  terms . of business 
management and comrnereial return. And yet the producers' organizations have the regulatory 
·  powers with which  they  could,  with the backing of the national  authorities,  take over the . 
management of  all or part of  a quota and decide on extending productiQn disciplines to non- · 
members of  their organizations.  ·  ··  · 
· 3~· .  Qperating losses 
'  . 
.  ExcesS capacity and overfishing are very much be~d  the operating· losses suffered 
.  in some parts of  the Commtmity ·fleet, resulting in particular from the very low productivity 
of  many enterprises, i.e. a volume of  catches that does not match fishing effort. The operating 
accotmts are out of  balance not only because of  inadequate turnover but above all because of 
the high levels of debt arid nmning costs;  it is essential to return to healthier balances.  The 
problem  is  as  much  due  to  traditional  and  out-of-date  operating ·methods  within  fishing 
.  enterprises, especially small businesses, as it is to wrong analysis when making investments, 
in which certain specialist banks bear no small share of responsibility. 
4.  · · UnsUitable marlq;ting st:ructures and cbannels  ;.:  ' 
. Finally, there  is no doubt - and this now seems to .be  generally  2ccepted,  iricluding. 
within the ipdustty - that the production sector has to find ways ofsuccessfully and efficiently 
adapting and regulating supply to meet market requirements, and especially the needs of  the 
distribution sector. All too often, fishennen seem to feel that marketing their products is not 
their business and to be  mostly tmaware that  the only way to  secUre commercially viable 
- prices is to supply the markt1. with what .it  ~ts  in terms of  both quantity and quality. 
In the case of  products marketed fresh, the Cotnmission is as convinced as ever of  the 
. need for the production sector to create the .means of  improving quality, as described in the  · 
Conunission's  1992  commtmication  to the  Coun~il and  Parliameilt.2  A  majority  of the  . 
Member States were sceptical about the idea of a Conmnmity regulatory framework in this 
. field,  so the Commission has  not presented any proposals on this ,  point It  would suggest, 
however,  and this point.is develOped later,  that an incentive scheme·could be introduced . 
.Anotba- imperative  need  is  for  Conununity  producers  to  take  into  accotmt .  the 
oon~ts  due to changes in patterns of conswner habits and of distribution. · 
.2 ·  · SEC(92) 353 dated 28 February 1992. 
\. .  .  ,·!  .· 
•'  .. 
16 A majority  of products  are  now  sold  through  the  big  distribution  chains,  which 
generally  have  a policy  of buying  in  quantity  on  the  basis  of for~t demand.  All  the 
. lUlcertainties over landings, the wide fluctuations  in prices and the  fragmented nature of the 
frrst-stage  marketing  sector  are  ""?.asons  \vhy  these  major  chains  tend  to  aYoid  purchasing 
Community products. 
.  Lastly,  inappropriate  marketing  channels  push .  up  consumer  prices  and  discourage 
potential buyers. Although the responsibility for introducing tighter controls over the market 
rests with the Member States, the Commission is ready to contribute towarch any effort in this 
direction  .. 
•  •  • 
•  • 
.  At the end of this Part, there seems little point - if indeed it is an option at all  - in 
questioning the major trends which, \\hether one likes it or not,  constitute the framework 
within which the fishing industry now has to operate. 
In the Commission's view,  there is an urgent ·need to acknowledge the 
developments which are influencing this framework,  i.e.  the set of factors which,  because 
of the maladjustment of  parts of  the industry to new econorilic realities,  make a 
continuation of the crisis a probability. 
· The crisis will only be overcome by a raft of vigorous and coordinated initiatives 
attacking all the aspects identified above and having to do with both production and 
marketing structures. 
1 The CommiSsion realizes that the measures to be taken may cause socio-economic 
· problems which will not always be easy to cope with.  However,  it feels  it has a duty to 
point the way in this direction in. view of the high stakes for the future of the fishing 
. industry as a \\hole. In the following pages, the Conunission reviews possib.le responses 
for supporting the necessary change and strengthening competitiveness. The types of 
action to be taken cannot all be identified at the Community level:- National governments, 
fishermen's organizations and businesses in the industry must also contribute their own 
efforts and initiate their ()wn action to deal with the present crisis. 
17 'PART THREE: Suggested responses . 
.  · Before ·describing the· action .v.·hich tr.·: Commis~ion con.Siders to lie most 
appropriate,  it is \\.urth outlining the main measures already adopted recently at · 
Cornrnunity level,  iri orderto clarify what Sc.ope for initiatives exists. 
.  ·.  .  .  .  .  .  .. ,' 
·A  · Mf"aSUri:s aJrrady taken at Communizy level. 
·~ : 
L  In the context of  the COIDDlOn cqanization of the market (GQMl 
.  ..The COM has been refonned substantially in close cooperation, ·during the 
prejmatory stages, with repreSentatives of  ~e  various sectors of the industry. The refonn 
dune into force on 1 Janilary 1993. ·  ·  · 
I  ~  '  '. 
Without alteration of  their basic principles, the- main mech3nisms ·have been 
adapted and. itnproved eonsiderably, e. g.  the range of action that can. be taken by 
producers' organizations and the intervention arrangements,  includiitg the introduction of. 
new :eligible products.  ·  ·  · 
,  .  ,  Under the refonn, the opportunity was also taken. to clanfy and ·simPlify the entire 
regulatory· framework for the COM,  in particular the detailed rules· of application,  in order 
to make 'them easier to use by the producers'· organi.zatio~ and th\IS increase the:  · 
. effectiveness ofthe action they take;··  ·  .  .  ·  · ·.  ..  ' ·.:  .·.·  ·  ·  ··  · 
.  Only the airangements applicable to tuna intended for cannirig have ~ed 
unchanged, the CommiSsion having been requested to submit to the-CounCil a repOrt on 
· the tuna market by 30-Jime  1994,· followed by 3ppropriate proJlosals. 
Since the beginning of the crisis (February 1993), the Commission. has adopte4 
minimum import prices for the main \\.hi4!fish 0~ several occasions.  ' . 
·  ·  Direct landings by vessels from non-member countrieS are now regul~ 
(Regulation No 1093/94 of 6 May  1994) to ensure that this practice is authorized only 
~der  specific conditions, given. the risk of unfair competition it preSents for Community 
production.  ·  · 
.  Although the COM is called into question eactt time a criSis arises,  in the 
Commission's opinion these regulations still forin  ~ coherent package of rules well suited 
to the ObjectiveS that have been set, although this does not mean that· it is .not possible or 
even desirable to improve ·certain aspects (however, cf. the constraints referred to above in 
part I.C)..  . 
.. 
. In any event, the Coriunission does not consider that a refonn of the COM is an 
essential prerequisite for the success of a. policy of  cap8city reduction. 
18 2.  Under resource control policy 
In view of the inadequacies of the fanner control  ~egulation, in particular as 
regards the monitoring of catches by vessels flying a third colU1try  flag in Cominunity 
waters and landings- in Community territory,  on  12 October 1993 the ColU1cil  adopted 
(Regulation (EEC) No 2847/93) a new control system comprising tighter rules to enable 
each Member State to effectively control catches and landings by vessels flying the flag of 
a non-member comny and, more generally, imports from noiHnember countries. 
This Regulation, which entered into force on 1 January  1994, provides for the 
following: 
monitoring the movement of and the catches held on board vessels flying the flag 
of  a non-member comny by the Member State in the maritime waters of which 
they are likely to fish 
the obligation for such vessels· to keep a logbOOk and submit a landing declaration 
.  to the competent authorities of  the Member. State in which landing takes plaee  _ · 
the obligation to notify 72 hours in advance the competent authorities of the 
Member State in which landing is to take place, of  their time of arrival in port. 
Such vessels may not land any catch unless the competent authorities have 
confirmed receipt of  such advance notification 
if  they land in a Member  State~ they must sell at auction or their purchaser must 
submit a sales note before the quantities landed can be removed  · 
all  fishery products landed or imported into the Community which are transported 
to a place other than that of landing or import,  must be accompanied as far as the 
point of first sale .~Y a transport docwnent indicating the origin, destination and the 
quantities transported.  Each Member State must make checks in its territory to 
verify the accuracy of  that docwnent 
to that end, the Member· States must coordinate their control activities and in 
particular exercise surveillance over the movement of merchandise which may have 
been drawn to their attention as possibly being the subject of operations contrary to 
Community regulations. 
19 3'.  At structural  level 
,  ... l•., 
'-:·.·  ·. 
·Structural measures have been and oontinue to be implementc·i ,,;thin the.·  . 
framework ofmultiannual .guidance prograinmes (MOPs),  the_ most.t:eeept version. ()f ...  '  ..  .  _·.·· .. 
which lays down ceilings for the fishing effort of eacti fleet  segrrierit for· five,yeat periOds. ;'  ·· 
.  ._  .•  .. 
. Initially these measures were not very far-reaching but were then .made· ~ore • 
stringent. _However, they fall  far short of  the reductions in fishing effort recommended by  .. 
the Commission in its initial proposal to the COuncil, which it considered to be the  · 
minimum· required in response to the alarming situation of some fish  stocks~ 
. Although the Member: States have allocated reso~  to the implementation of 
their programmes, the results vary considerably.  · 
. If  the necessary measures had been applied as  soon~  overfishing w~·  first 
acknowledg~ the present crisis would certainly not be as deep as  it  is today,. in particular 
in France where its social effects are felt most severely.  · 
The Commission. has repeatedly stressed that the main objectives of the fleet restructuring 
· measures are to restore competitiveness and maintain it at a sufficient level to safeguard 
the sector's future.  · 
.  . 
. It has also clearly stated that it would like socio-economic accompanying measures 
to be implemented in. order ~o neUtralize the Wldesirable effects of sector restru$ring on 
coastal populations, ·in particular in ~  dependent on fisheries.  . 
. The .regulatory framework and  Comm~ty  financing making it possible to: 
- restructure the sector, 
. - restore cOmpetitiveness, and 
- implement socio-ecOnomic accompanying measures 
·.·have. beeri in place since the CoWlcil adopted,. in JUly and Decerilber 1993, the FIFO · 
(Financial. InStrument for Fisheries Guidance), which integrates "fisheries" structUral 
· measures into the framework of the Structural Funds.  .. 
This integration. (operational in 1994) now makes it 'possible forCommwrity.  · 
appropriations to be mobilized at the. level required by the Member StateS in those regions 
dependent on fisheries by means of regional· programming or sectoral programming. in 
accordance with the rules laid down by the Funds.  · 
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- .. ·· The Commission regrets that its initial proposal has been watered do\\11  by the 
Council adopting new measures which will diminish its real  impact on sector restructuring, 
such as the increased importance attached to construction aid. 
B.  New measures to be implemented 
The Commission's analysis indicates clearly that, firstly,  no import restriction 
measures can be contemplated and secondly, structural meastn"eS are the inost favourable 
approach to secure· the future of the fisheries sector. However, no factor should be 
overlooked and other initiatives, .  including market initiatives, must also be consi®red. 
1. ReSource conservation 
The objectives of  resource management.must continue to apply.  Improved resource 
management will increase stock abundance considerably, and hence also the productivity · 
and competitiveness of Community fishennen.  An increase in the percentage of large-size 
fish  in catches will, as a rule,  increase their market value and limit competition from the 
corresponding fanned species.  Restored resources will also be more stable and help  · 
stabilize landings from one year to the next.  Furthennore, since stocks will have a more 
balanced demographic composition, catches will no longer be made up mainly of very 
young fish,  and it will be possible to anticipate the inevitable variations in abundance and, 
as a result,  organize fisheries better.  Present policy should be strengthened so that these 
objectives can be achieved The links with structural policies must be reinforced. ·Controls 
must be made more effective. This more rigorous basic approach does not ·mean that. 
excessively rigid provisions (strictly annual and monospecies approaches) cannot be made 
more flexible.  However,  flexibility must always be backed by strict monitoring and  · 
structural measures to reduce overcapacity. 
2.  Controls 
The new control Regulation, although much diluted in relation to the Commission's 
proposals, should allow considerable progress to be made.  More effective catch monitoring 
cannot fail  to promote conservation policy, the economic significance of which has been 
stressed above.  An extension of controls to structural policy will make it possible to 
ensure overcapacity is reduced, thus reducing the inevitable risks and. temptations of fraud 
where fishing capacities greatly exceed those necessary to fish the authorized catches. 
Inclusion of the market dimension will be of direct benefit in ensuring standards and 
regulations are complied With.  The possibility of intervening during transport will be a 
major help in preventing the continuation or development of large-scale fraudulent 
transfers, which sorrietimes involve imported fish.  · 
21 S.  Structwes 
Measures to reduce overcapacity are the piirnary requirement for overcoming the 
markets crisis.  For this reason the Financial lnst:ruinent ·for Fisheries Guidance (FIFG) 
encourages fishing effort adjuStment measures as. a means of elimirlating fleet  . · 
overcapacity. The FIFG will also help place Community 'produce in a better position on 
the markets by promoting investments to generate higlrvalue-added quality products.· 
In order to Stunulate demand for fishery products,. the FIFG will also contribute. 
towards the ;financing of  promotion campaigns.  · 
However, fishing effort adjustment measures carry a high social cost,. frequently in 
a lesS-favoured economic environment. where there is little alternative employment. 
Consequently,  it is important to develop, side by side with the fleet overcapacity reduction 
measures, socio-economic accompanying measures, the pwpose of  which Will  be to 
promote the transformation and restructUring of the sector.  The following must be borne in 
mind:  .  .  .  "\ 
.  . 
- the inclusion of problems relating to areas dependent on fisheries  in the Structural 
Funds already makes it possible to implement, under Objectives  1,. 2 and 5(b ), 
economic diversification measures with· the aid of the ERDF and. ESF. 
- finthennore; the Commission has proposed to implement a specific, targeted 
measure in the fonn of a Community initiative ("PESCA"Y, both to help the 
fisheries Sector to complete transformation successfully and to help devel.op 
job-creating activities. This measure must be in addition to the aid available under 
the Community support frameworks. 
'  ' 
finally,  on 21  December 1993 the CounCil  invited the Commission to study a · 
package of accOmpanying·socio-economic measures,  linked to restructuring, ·and a 
report will be forwarded to the .Comcil by the end of 1994. Among possible new . 
meaSures the ·commission could include the following approaches, within the  · 
. framework of present resources and in  l~e with the wishes expressed by several 
Member States:  ..  ·  · 
. part-financing of volmtacy redmdahcy and/or early retirement schemes for crews 
· affected by permanent  la~g-up  measures;  · ·  · 
. tempormy Community financial incentives for the introduction ofminimwn share 
payment ·and bad weather compensation scheiJ!es, to be maintained by contributions 
from  fishery employers; 
COM(94)46 final.  · 
'  / 
22 . training programmes for fishennen and those employed in the sector in the 
implementation of the Fisheries Policy and value enhancement for fishery products. 
The report will contain detailed indications on the cost and financing of the 
proposed mea.Sures.  ·  · 
These accompanying measures would help reduce the nwnber ofdirect jobs to a 
level corresponding to the size of a restructured and profitable Comrmmity ·fleet. They 
would also help stabilize income drawn from fishing through financial resources made 
available frOm the profits generated by the sector itself: and thus reduce the sector's 
dependency on public aid Fwthennore, they would help optimize income drawn from 
fishing by improving marine resource exploitation and post-harvest processing. 
4. Markets 
' 
Apart from the necessary speeding up of the rate at which the Member States 
forward the data reqUired for market monitoring (  cf FIDES)4, the Commission's arullysis 
of the needs,  in tenns of  quality, of  the fishery product market,  indicates that the 
producers' organizations must redirect some of their measures,  and adopt a new position 
vis-a-vis their members and the market.  As the question of regulating supplies under 
existing instruments has already been dealt with in Part II (  cf II.B.2), some thought should 
be given to other ideas. 
In this connection, the Commission notes that no substantial proposal for a· change 
in the organization of the market has been submitted to  it, which confinns it in the view 
that the market problems are more often due to shortcomings in the application and 
enforcement of the rules rather than to any essential inappropriateness of the present COM 
mechanisms to the economic climate prevailing at present.  · 
At the Fisheries Council on  10 June  1994 various suggestions for changes to the 
market regime were put forward,  with a view to reinforcing the role of the producers' 
organizations and improying producers'  incomes.· 
After looking at all the contributions made by the Member States, the Commission 
envisages some adjustments to cert:aUt COM mechanisms and the following measw-es: 
4  FIDES .: Fisheries Data Exchange System, operating between the Member States 
and  the  Commission  to  allow  electronic  transmission  of the  data  relevant  to 
COM management. 
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-1.  reinforcement. of role of  producers' organizBfions  · 
. '1.1.  To enable producers' organizatioris to react more S\\iftly in times of  crisis, the . 
'.; 
.  Comlnission proposes_ that, .  with regard to the extension of the PO rules,' an a 
posteriori  revi~  procedure be put in place instead of the present, system of a priori 
review of rules extended to producers not belonging to producers' organizations, 
SUbject io continued compliance with the principles governing sales, particularly· 
direct  sal~ of  ·small quantities.  ·  · 
· 1.2.  . Furthermore, the Commission ~  exploring the idea of allowing 
·,.  comnumication between producers' organizations and infonnation exchange m  real  .. 
.  time. A large n~  of  producers' organizatiOns have rio access to infonnation on· 
landings and prices at the main centres of  the Community market.  Such 
·  infonnation is a major deciSiOIHI13king aid for any supply-side regulation policy. 
·  Therefore;  POs often work in a regional or I~  market context and cannot adopt a 
dynamic position vis-a-vis purchasers. As a result the  Commissio~ suggests that· 
Community aid should be allocated to the introduction of an irifonnation exchange 
network between producers' organizations on. the· basis of a prior assessment as part 
of a pilot project.  · 
. ': ·1.3  .  in addition,  as its o\W 3pproach to ~ity  improvement has met very little 
,· 
1.4. 
. . response in most of  the Member States (cfll.B.4), the Commission proposes that 
producers' organizations be encouraged to implement quality improvement plans .. 
·  . It proposes an approach comparable to that existing for fiuit and  vegetables~ . 
.  · consisting, for certain product categories (in this case· some fresh produce), 
. in granting specific recognition to POs which submit qualitY and marlceting 
improvement plans for these products  approv~  by the Member S~.  · 
Such specific recognition would give entitlement for a limited period, to 
aid from the Member State, half of  which would be reimbursed by the 
Community: in accordance with rules similar to those ih force for the · 
~-up  aid.provided for in the basic "market" regulation.  On a first· 
. estimate the cOst of such aid should not exceed ECU 1 million per year. : 
As for requiring all prodticers, in the event 'of senous disturbance of the market, to 
comply with the <:;omnumity withdrawal price, the Commission consi~·  that, 
from the .point of  view of principle, such a ~  makes our "reference  . 
price/minimum import price" system more conSiStent. and more eompatible with 
GAIT Article XI.'As it stands at~  ·the.system is Open to criticism on the 
~  that, when minimum prices. are applied, there iS no general obligation to  . 
. restri¢t supplies t9 the Community market ~  Community producers ·not 
belonging to a PQ are not bound to comply with the withdrawal price. .  .  · 
·  ... Apart. from the question of  principlet however, the feasibility of this suggestiOn. 
- must be. eXamined. ·  ·  · 
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2. ·  Support for producers' income 
2.1.  The Community proposes a measure -which,  in the event of a major disturbance of 
the marke4  \\ill ease the fmancial  burden on producers' organizations applying the 
Community withdrawal price, by providing for the possibility,  in accordance ·with 
triggering criteria to be defined,  of raising fmancial  compensation for withdrawals 
to 95% of  the withdrawal price for a limited period This measure would avoid the 
need for POs to increase subscriptions from their· members. 
The financial  impact of  such a measure shoUld be ·limited (about ECU 2m per 
year).  .  .  . 
2.2.  The proposal inade by one Member State that the level of intervention for Annex I 
products covered by the COM should be increased by a deficiency payment· 
system:, for a given period of  time, .  subject to an annual maximum appropriation in 
the order of EqJ 30m (about twice the present appropriations from  th~ "markets" 
budget for expenditure on withdrawals and carryover) presents various difficulties. 
On the legal  level;  given that it is a production aid for products boWld Wlder 
GA  TI, the mechanism might be perceived by our partners as aid liable to distort 
the conditionS of competition.  The only possible formula would be a solution 
similar to that adopted for industrial nma (autonomous suspension:of customs 
duties on certain species, offset by a compensatory allo\vance ·in  ~e-event of a fall 
in prices on the market). 
On the budget level, apart from the amoWlt of ECU 30m, accoWlt must be taken of 
the equivalent loss of income resulting from any measures to suspend tariffs. 
On the economic level, the Commission has serious doubts aboUt t.lle usefulness of 
such a measure, as the impact of ECU 30m spread over all the  s~ies listed in 
Annex I will inevitably be marginal.  _  ·  ·  ·'  ' 
Under the circumstances, the Commission is of the opinion that it would be wiser 
to favour the solution of an income subsidy within the context of  structural policy; 
this would be a one-off measure, aimed at facilitating restructuring the fleet, which 
would not distort competition.  · · 
2.3.  With regard to another suggestion advocating greatCr incentives for recourse to the 
carryover·inechanism, this is not a measure involving a reform of  the COM rules, 
as the producers' organizations generally make little or no use of  the present 
possibilities (6% of quantities offered for sale may be "canied over''). In addition, 
the mechanism was greatly simplified when the COM was last refonned in 1992. 
2.4.  Lastly, the Commission intends to initiate a series of studies and measures to gain 
more infonnation about the sector:  feasibility  studies for systems of quality 
. certifiCation and labelling for fishery products, harmonization of trade descriptions, 
setting-up of databases of  socicreconomic and  ~scientific data. 
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.  ·.~,~..  The present crisis in the fishing industry will not be resblved either quickly or 
easily. Although its effects are apparent  at market level  it  is essentially structural  in origin 
ahd 'that is the level at which action must be concentrated  ' 
·  Helping to resolve the crisis also requires a change of attitude and behaviour at all 
levelS, without ~~ly  implementing, spectacular Solutions.  ·  ·  · 
·.  '  The oveiriding requirement is a globu approach and long-term vision, ·as the crisis 
calls for solutions not only in all branches of  the commOn fisheries policy but also at  · 
· different levels of action.  ·  ·  · 
Clearly the general ecOnomic crisis, the cUrrency disturbances and the corDpetition 
frOm cereal-based food products cannot be resolved by measures taken at fishing industry 
level.  · 
Similarly, the different social coSts  in certain non-member countries have an 
undeniable impact on the prices obtaining in international trade,  including the prices of 
..  ·  .  fishery products. 
It mUSt ~  stressed that Community fishermen are operating in a context of trade 
intemationalizati,~n ~d  increasingly open markets.  Consequently, the excess costs· 
generated by overinvestment in any Segment of the COmmunity fleet, 'delays in. access· to · 
. resources and the state of resources become determining ,factors of  fleet competitiveness. 
All the problems of the fishing industry,.  situated ~Y  upstream,  come together · 
at the market stage, and the market organization has been  ~e  subject of much criticism;  · 
but the mecharrisms  ~f  the COM are,  by nature,  incapable of resolving a deep structural 
crisis such as tJW. affecting part of the Community fleet. Their main purpose is to organize 
competition on the Comm~ty  market. ·  ·  ·  · 
'  '  '  . 
In this context, the Commission does not consider that a refonn of  the COM, · 
whatever its scale, is a neCessary precondition for the success of a policy t6 cut fleet 
capacity.  ' 
If adjustments, or  innovations~ can be incorpOrated in the COM, they must be 
COmPlementary to the application of a detennined policy to adjuSt fishing effort to 
available resources, coupled with the necesary socio--economic flanking measmes and 
efforts to adapt marketing channels to ·~  requirements ofnew forms of  distribution.  · 
Jn addition, the Corrimission stresseS that it is essential for: the sector to apply 
detcnnined marketing policies, with particular emphasis on 'product promotion at ·conswner 
level.  · 
The Commission will only be able to undertake the necessary measures if it  is 
· given the requisite support from the  ~1ember States of  the Union,, either through decisions 
adopted by the_ Comci1 on the basis of proposals from the Commission· or through 
initiatives launched Wlder the resp(>nsibility of the Member States in aceordance with the · 
. principle of subsidiarity.  Such measures will only be fully effective if aH economic 
operators throughout the  indu.~ make use of the legal and economic mechanisms 
available to them. 
26  .... ,· · In the Commission's view .the measures to be adopted by each of  -the agents 
.concerned must be decided in .a rational way and not under the pressure of events. 
Measures taken in crisis conditions to answer the inunediate preoccupationS of public 
opinion generally fail  tp resolve the real problems ..  The Commission repeats that  it  is 
ready and willing to oontinue ·the dialogue at all levels in order to find  clear answers  to 
the questions raised and to propose rational solutions that \\-ill help to limit the risk of 
repetition of the present situation. 
The various possible measures are detailed in a table annexed.  They cover only 
aspects specific to the fishing industry; measures to improve the economic and social 
environment in general are not included.  ·  · 
The Commission will shortly submit to the Cotmcil measures for the adjustment of 
the common organization of  the market as itemized in point B4 of Part m. 
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I ..  CONSERVA'.- ION  OF 
RESOURCES 
(i)  New  CFP 
man~gement tools· 
and  components 
( ii)  Technical 
measures  to prevent 
use ·of  small  meshed 
nets,  enforce 
minimum  landing 
size,  boxes 
(iii)  Prevention of 
overfishing  (TACs 
and  quotas) 
(iv) 
Rationalization of 
national  quota 
manag~ment systems 
(v)  Fishing  permit~ 
H.  SURVEILLANCE 
(i)  Setting up  of 
new  more  efficient 
system 
TYPE  OF 
· MEASUREl 
Implementation 
. of existing 
mechanisms/New · 
initiatives 
·Reinforcement 
of existing 
mechanisms· 
Implementation 
of existing 
mechanisms· 
Implementation 
of  existing 
mechanisms 
Implementation 
of existing 
'mechanisms 
Implementation/ 
reinforcement 
of existing 
mechanisms 
OBJECTIVES  AND.  . .  ,  ,··  ,DEcfs:r;o~).:;;{:~:·/?·~: 
sUMMARY  cHARAtTERrs1-::i:.C:.s  ·'ktspof.Js'ra;I1~'ffi,:t:if?  .. 
.,·,  ·, 
, .. \  .  . r  . 
To· strengthen ·the·' 
. conservation/ 
structural ppl icy  _:  · 
link;  reduce 
rfgidities of present 
system;  help to  . 
conserve·resources  to 
· ensure  sustainabilit~ 
of  fishing 
To  protect  juveniles 
and  encourage .  . 
breeding,  di  s'courage 
marketing of illegal 
catches 
·To  protect sensitive 
stocks  and  limit 
lanpings 
To  ma.tch_supply  to 
demand, ·plan ·quota 
uptake  throughout 
season 
To  make  fisheries 
management  subject  to 
limits  on  fishing 
effort.  System 
. applicable  to 
Community  vessels  and . 
third country vessels 
fishing  in Community 
waters 
. In a  system  where  the 
··Commission supervises 
national  sur.veillance 
systems,  to _check 
landings  by  Community 
I 
and third country  . 
vessel,s,  health 
conditions at· 
marke~ing  sta~es,  to. 
apply penalties  to 
overfishing  a·nd 
illegal  landings,  to 
check  compliance  with 
fleet  restructuring 
.l·:·.·;  ·.~:>>:·· 
'  '  .. '  : '.:  . .. ' .  ·.~. .  ·'  ... 
Council 
· MS/fishermen' s 
organizations, 
fishery 
professiona-ls 
MS/fishermen's 
organizS;tions 
MS/fishery 
professionals 
\. 
MS/Commis.sion 
subsidiary 
competence 
.  obligatiorys 
1  Implementation  or  improvement  of  mechanisms  existing  in  ·cFP  rules 
or new  initiatives to be  launched. 
2  Where  a  decision  has  to  be  taken  at  Council  level,  the_initiative 
for  the  proposal  naturally .lies with the  Commission. 
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III.  STRUCTURES 
(i)  Fleet 
restructuring 
- Multiannual 
guidance  programmes 
- Structural aid to 
the  fleet  (FIFG) 
(ii)  Marketing  and 
processing 
- Aid  for  improving 
and  rationalizing 
marketing  and 
processing 
conditions  (FIFG) 
- Aid  for product 
promotion and  new 
market prospection 
(FIFG) 
TYPE  OF  MEASURE 
Implementation 
of existing 
mechanisms 
Implementation 
of  existing 
mechanisms 
Implementation 
of  existing 
mechanisms 
N~w initiative 
OBJECTIVES  AND 
SUMMARY  CHARACTERISTICS 
To  reduce  overcapacity 
(scrapping,  transfer, 
conversion) 
To  contribute to 
reimbursement  of grants 
for final  cessation or 
setting up  of  joint 
ventures  and  J01nt 
en~erprises,  and  to 
financing  of  investment 
in fleet  modernization 
and  renewal  (although 
commissioning of  new 
vessels  must  be  closely 
controlled) . 
To  contribute to 
financing of  investment 
in first-sale 
facilities  and 
equipment  (harbour 
facilities,  first-sale 
premises,  wholesale 
facilites,  etc.)  and 
.Processing 
infrastructure • 
To  contribute to the 
organization of 
pro~otion campaigns  and 
participation in food 
fairs,  etc.,  and market 
surveys 
DECISION/  · 
RESPONSIBILITY 
·Follow-up  by 
Commission 
pursuant  to  a 
Council  decision 
(Art.  11  of 
Regulation 
3760/92) 
Definition of 
priorities: 
Commission/MS 
partnership 
Implementation: 
MS/regions 
Definition of 
priorities: 
Commission/MS 
partnership 
Implementation: 
MS/regions 
Definition of 
priorities: 
Commission/MS 
partnership 
Implementation: 
MS/regions . ACTION 
, - Aid  fOr  setting up 
qu~_lity control  and 
assurance  systems 
(FIFG) 
. - Aid  for  investment 
-to bring processing 
and  marketing 
establishments  into 
line with health 
standards.  (FIFG) · 
- Organ.izatioh and 
adaptation of 
national  marketing 
networks 
(iii)  Socio-eco~omic 
measures 
- Inclusion of  zones 
dependent  on  fishing 
. in. Objectives  1,  2 
and  S(b)  of 
Structural  Funds 
~alysis of socio-
economic 
accompanying 
measures  linked to 
restructuring of .the 
industry. 
"  '  . TYPE  OF  MEASURE 
.Implementation 
· of existing 
mechanis''"·S 
Implementation 
of existing 
mechanisms 
Implementation 
of existing 
mechanisms 
New  ipitiative 
OBJECTIVES  AND. 
SUMMARY  CHARACTERISTICS 
To  upgrade  Co~munity 
fisherie~ products  a~d~ 
enhance  competitiveness 
; DECISION/ •. 
RESPONSIB-ILITY'>  . 
·· · ,  rmple~ent~t:i6n:·:  · · 
MS/regions · · '·  · · 
To  ensure  equivalent' 
and  reliable health 
standards  thrqughout 
the  Community 
To  improve  structure of 
industry 
To  accompany  and 
facilitate 
restructuring of  the 
'industry and  increase 
economic  growth  in 
zones  dependent ·on· 
_ fishing.  To  finance 
local  development 
initiatives  and 
productive  investment, 
together  with measures 
to facilitate 
occupati6na~ retrainirig 
To· examine  the 
expediency and .. 
feasibility of part-
financing of voluntary 
retirement or early 
·retirement  schemes, 
possibility of granting 
Community  fi~ancial 
incentives for setting 
up  minimum  gu·ara~teed 
wage  schemes  and 
c:Jmpensa:tion  for 
unemployment  due  to bad 
weather. 
De-finition  ~f· 
priorities:  . 
~omrriiss_ion/MS · 
partnership· 
Implementation:  .. 
MS/regions  · 
·MS/fishery 
,professionals, 
·.fishing sectOr 
businesses 
Definition of 
priorities: 
Commission/MS 
partnership 
Implementation 
MS/regions 
Report  to be 
supmitted,by the• 
Commission  befor.e 
end  1994.  Any 
proposal  must,be 
submitted for 
decision by the 
Couricil.  Setting_ 
up  early 
retirement  schemes 
and  minimum 
guaranteed  wage. 
schemes  is· a 
matter  for  which 
the  Member  States 
and  fishermen's 
organizatipns  are 
competent. ACTION 
( i v)  Community 
initiative  PESCA 
(supplementary to 
structural  Funds! 
(v)  Financial 
reorganization of 
fishing businesses 
(vi)  Better 
articulation of 
structural polices: 
production/ 
processing/ 
aquaculture 
(vii)  Training 
Setting up  of  a 
training programme 
TYPE  OF  MEASURE 
Implementation 
of  existing 
mechanisms/new 
:.:-:itiative 
New  initiative 
OBJECTIVES  AND 
SUMMARY  CHARACTERISTICS 
To  encourage  very 
specific projects to 
help  the  fishing 
"ndustry  adapt  itse~f 
successfully and  to 
diversify the  socio-
economic  base  of 
coastal  zones 
Restructure  fishing 
businesses  in order to 
improve profits 
To  ensure that.fishing 
industry development 
strategies  and 
priorities are 
integrated and 
compatible 
To  contribute  towards 
training of  fishermen 
DECISION/ 
RESPONSIBILITY 
Definition of 
priorities: 
Commissl.on/MS 
partnership 
Implementation: 
MS/regions 
MS/  professionals, 
fishing businesses 
MS  (especially 
under  the 
operational 
programmes)/ 
professionals, 
fishing businesses 
Council ACTION 
t•,. 
IV.  MARKETS 
li)  Role  c: 
producers' 
orga:1izat i::ms 
tiil  Extension of  PO 
rules  to non-members 
(iii)  Aid  for 
quality  improvement 
plans  set up  by 
producers' 
·organizations 
( i:vl.  Increase of 
financial 
compensation 
(v)  Pilot project  to 
set  up  an 
information exchange 
'network  b'etween  PO 
(vi)  Implementation 
of  r1,1les  on dire.ct 
landings 
(vii)  Tariff policy 
- CCT~·miriimum 
import  prices, 
restrict  ions· .on 
imports 
TYPE  OF  MEASURE· 
Implementation/ 
. reinforcement 
of  existing 
_mechanisms 
New  initiative 
New  initiative 
New  initiative 
New  initiative. 
Implementation 
.-of  existing 
mechanisms 
Implementation 
of existing 
mechanisms 
.OBJECTIV~S  AN·~ ·  ·  ; :  ,  .·  ...  ~·~-t.a;i~~;,~·?,~~~)?r.:~~~fiif~f;A_(:.: 
SUMMARY  CHARACTERISTICS >:.  :,-,RES PONS'! B  tL':rfy;i~  ..  f~:!f;.-;: ~-
To  change 
system of 
review 
::  .  .' ..  , :.<,);'  • ',  '  '  ~- ,...  .,..;;;  ~ ·''  • ~ 
··:···  .. 
: .  ~-
.  ;· 
... ;·  .'orgai1_iz'a1:ions  ' · 
·  ..  •'  ...  ·:<:J  .· ... ,.·  ...  :(~:·_:·  ..  ~:.: ,.:-~:.'  ... 
To  .grant: spe.dfi~ .  _  .:: ·,  ~Co~~:~fl·J: 
recognition to .  '•  '  ' ,,,  ' : 
:- ... 
producers ' · 
organizations  which 
present,  for certain  •. -· 
types  of product,: plans •  · 
for  the  improvement  of 
quality and  marketing 
·''  ,l·,·. 
channels 
To  allow,  in the event 
. of market  disturbance,· 
compensation of 
withdrawals  at  95~ of 
the  withdrawal  price 
for  a  limited period 
To  improve 
communication of ·mark.et 
data between producers' .· 
:organizations 
.  To  establi.sh permanent · 
rules: on direct 
landings  by third 
country vessels  in 
Communi-ty  ports 
To  ensure  Community.  . . 
prefert:mce. ·Bound  under 
GA'IT,  the  CCT  remain~ 
one  of  the  syst·ems 
ensuring the highest· 
theoretical  level of 
prote~tion. It is.· 
subject  to·numerous 
exemptions  {GSP,  Lorn~ 
Convention,  GSP-drugs·, ·  .. 
EEA,  e.tc.) . 
Restrictions on  imports 
are  prohibited. 
Council.· 
"  ~  {  .. , ·;:  .·.· ..  ··.·.·.· 
';•'  .. :·:··  .  .  ',: 
,•,',l ,.,  ••• 
Co~miSsion/.·· ·  · · · 
Produc_e·rs·' ··.  ·;  ·.  ··~·- .... 
organ':lzation~  •' 
'  •  .  .- • - .  '  - •  •  t  ~· 
·_:;_. 
. .  ~  . 
COUI1¢il' 
.'  ··.·  ·•. 
.:;.: .' 
.'<i  '. 
. Apy  inlti~t1Ve.  ..' 
must' 6e.  doris'i:stent .· 
with· inter~i{i::ic:ma:i 
' undert'iikings 
subs·cribed by the·. 
Community .. in  the: 
GATT  framewo~k·,: :·: 
inciud.ing 
· condit.ipns  in·· 
·which the  : :,:-,·.  r  · ... :·.  .  . 
_omml~S  1qn ·can\. 
adopt .s.afegl.iard· 
·  measu·re.s . : 
, :  :.  -~, ·-. ACTION 
- System of 
reference prices/ 
notification of 
i:-nport  p::-i:-es 
V.  OTHER  INITIATIVES 
(i)  Improvement  of 
collection, 
standardization and 
reliabil~ty of 
scientific and 
socio-economic  data 
- Studies,  pilot 
projects  and 
demonstration 
pr6jects  concerning 
post-harvest 
processing of 
fishery and 
aquaculture 
products, 
improvement  of 
information  exchange 
between  fishing 
businesses  and 
collection of  socio-
economic  data 
- Research  into 
resource  management 
and  scientific data 
collection 
- Feasibility study 
of  a  system of 
quality 
certification 
- Methodological 
study on 
standardization of 
trade descriptions 
- Study of 
profitability of 
Community  fishing 
fleets 
TYPE  OF  MEASURE 
New  initiative 
New  initiative 
New  initiative 
. New  initiative 
New  initiative 
New  initiative 
New  initiative 
OBJECTIVES  AND 
SUMMARY  CHARACTERISTICS 
To  improve  system  c~ 
reference prices  in 
existence  since  1982 
To  establish data bases 
for use  by the 
Community  and M.S. 
Idem 
Idem 
To  ensure greater 
transparency and better 
knowledge  of different 
procedures..  To 
systematize  recourse  to 
certification 
Idem 
To  measure  the present 
productivity of the 
fleet,  to identify. 
factors  influencing 
profitability~ to 
define  a  theoreti:-al 
instrument  of 
measurement 
33 
DECISION/ 
RESPONSIBILITY 
Commission 
(proposal  under 
discussion) 
Commission 
Commission 
Commission 
Commission 
Commission 
Commission ACTION 
'  - .Study of  socio-
·.  economic  i~pact of· 
MGP' 
(iii)  European  week 
of.fishery and 
aquaculture products 
····'  .. ::::·  ·: 
TYPE  OF  MEASURE 
New  .initiative 
New  initiative 
1  .~.: •. 
OBJECTIVESAND.  DECISION/ 
SUMMARY  CHARACTERISTICS  RESPONSIBILITY 
To  evaluate  the  Carr  ,issi::::n 
negative  and  positive 
effects of  MGP  on  local. 
socio-econ6mic  facri~ 
and  define  appropriate 
accompanying  measures. 
Promote  fishery 
products  among 
consumers 
]'I 
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